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Abstract– Helpneedy.com, is an aspiration for online donation integration platform. It is an online platform for donor 

to work directly and check the status. Helpneedy.com is designed with all features which are very useful for NGO. Most 

of us are so plenteous with the resources in our home that we have not used on the other hand 30 % of our population 

starve for 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

According to Several recent studies there is an alarming increase in the level of poverty in developing country. In recent 

year, especially in developed countries, various system have been created to advance the management and organization 

of participation for various governmental by NGOs. To eliminated the problem of poverty, The role of various 

organization, government, private and civil society organization are considered vital NGO are considered as one of the 

major act in social economic process. The purpose of this resource is to provide with basic information and idea on 

waste reduction, reuse, recycling. 

 

Helpneedy.com system is a online donation accepting platform from the various types of donor and providing them to 

the needy. This system is developed with a front-end web interface and a back- end database. With online services, 

you can donate the very basic need of life on daily basis. Helpneedy.com provides transparency for donor. Donor will 

visit the website if he is pleased with the teams and condition then he\she can donate the stuff.  

 

All the donation information will be saved in the database and the donation stuff will be incremented in stock and 

donor will get the ACK message. The whole detail of stuff on monthly bases will be maintain by administer. on your 

own, or can schedule timing for product collection. People will get a more accessible way in order to register. 

People may undergo an Online Track of collector (who will come and collect product) after click on the 

registration link on website. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Our studies tell us that the important pieces of information that people need to know about a charity or nonprofit before 

they make a donation are the type of work that the organization does and how that work is done. In our studies, we 

found that many sites did not clearly communication this vital information or made it too hard for users to access. The 

second most important detail that users needed to know about an organization before donating was how their 

contribution would be used. 

 

Our system is bringing some differences to existing one in terms of following parameters: It is going to accept multiple 

types of donation like cloths and books. Dual mode of acceptance of donation is available. Pickup from home or 

through donation center. Donor will get updation about their donation in more better way through images of their stuff 

donating poor needy people. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

Helpneedy.com to help donors understand how efficiently there contribution to NGO are being raised and spend .Our 

goal is to provide donor with the information they need to make where own, better informed decision about which NGO 

to support .A NGO ability to keep its fund raising and other overhead expenses reasonable is what determines how 

much of your contribution will be available to fund the NGO charitable program you are intending 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we have discussed the various types of donation. Helpneedy.com play an important role in ensuring the 

optimal effectiveness, success and its aim to prohibit and prevent the poor and needy people. This system makes whole 

process of donation more transparent. 

 

The way charities promote the good cause is changing due to the increasing use of internet to support with their 

donation. The helpneedy.com encouraged donor to consider a NGO financial efficiency along with other qualitative 

factors when making there giving decision .A non-profit NGO organization shall raise fund from donor who donate for 

a social cause and a social welfare. 

 

An easy to use website and fast donation process can increase donations. Helpneedy.com provides a single platform for 

multiple types of donation like money, books, cloths and toys. The whole procedure will work as Donor will do the 

registration and fill details of donation .The donor will get ACK message .The details that the donor fill will be stored in 

the database .As soon as we get the conformation from donor, the stock of stuff is incremented. The details of all the 

donation of the stuff and balance stuff is maintained by administrator .All the details of the donation stuff will be 

maintained date by date. 

 

Moreover, people require more transparency and want to know where they are donating for .social media is a great 

channel for this and this research as already various charity make use of new phenomenon. Our website helpneedy.com 

provides a gateway to donor too give the description about where to donate the stuff. Our user would derive added 

value from our website and contribute to its growth. 

 

FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In future it will facilitates many online services like credit/debit and card Payment 
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